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FiCOM allows full diagnosis of all episodes since 1996. Infoprobe is the latest Russian aspirator for removing dust from the air.
Compact and low noise. Inverter aspirator Honeywell InSilent Silent 2 is designed to remove and filter air in enclosed spaces,
rooms with air conditioners and fans. Depending on the tasks, you can choose the optimal aspiration apparatus. The INSILENT
Silent 220 and INSilENT Silents 250 aspirators have a service life of 4 years (INSILENTS 250/251 - up to 10 years). Anika-S is
a new class of consumables for the compressor industry. Why do we take care of delivery issues? Because we deliver
compressors and fans in the shortest possible time throughout Russia. Because we know how to count money and we know what
transparent terms of cooperation are. You do not overpay for shipping. Everyone knows the proverbs "Better to see 1000 times
than to hear a thousand times" and "A miser pays twice". Our company values â€‹â€‹the time of its customers and therefore
guarantees fast delivery of the compressors and fans purchased by us. Anika SP meets the most stringent requirements for the
quality of products supplied to Russia, has all the necessary certificates and has been on the compressor equipment market for
many years. See for yourself how much information we fit in one picture. Everything is much easier than it seems. We assure
you that Anika's professional service will help you make the right choice of equipment for any purpose. You will receive a
consultation, the purchased compressor will be delivered on time. We are ready for any meeting, for any dialogue. Just call us at
8 495 984-20-23 and find out what you need. Courier delivery in Moscow, Moscow region and all of Russia There are no items
in your cart yet. Today we are working from 10 00 to 20 00
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